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Abstract. This paper defines the main elements of a generic condition 

monitoring system, as an abstraction of data and services. The key target is how 

to facilitate asset self-awareness, to support production-level sustainable 
machinery operation. The proposed approach involves knowledge-rich 

computational elements, capable of performing incremental model building in 

order to capture the specific characteristics of the monitored asset behaviour. 

Coupled with adequate data and knowledge modelling, by means of dedicated 
ontology, this abstraction mechanism is envisioned to facilitate the rapid 

development of condition monitoring systems for diverse application needs.  
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1   Introduction  

Sustaining engineering assets operational condition is instrumental in ensuring that 

strategic and management level decision and planning is adequately executed at the 

operations level, meeting performance, health & safety and quality specifications. The 

need to monitor and maintain assets’ condition throughout their life cycle is cross-

sectoral. It is served by the implementation of Condition Monitoring, employing 

adequate sensing, hardware and software components integrated in a system that 

delivers a diagnosis of the asset operating state and a prognosis of how this will 

evolve over time. They are the corner-stones of implementing a condition-based 

maintenance (CBM) strategy, wherein maintenance decisions are taken on the basis of 

the real condition of engineering assets. Depending on the criticality of the 

machinery, CBM can be shown to be one of the most economically effective 

maintenance strategies, wherein maintenance is carried out when it is needed rather 

than at pre-determined time intervals. The sharp drop in the price to performance ratio 



for CPU and Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) has made it possible to 

introduce condition monitoring to cover most critical production machinery.  

A key challenge in CBM is how to associate the readings taken from monitored 

machinery with the identification of its operating condition. Different condition 

monitoring techniques are appropriate for assessing the operating state of diverse 

engineering assets [1]. The combination of monitoring techniques may provide 

additional insight into the asset condition. Yet, different machinery conditions 

manifest themselves in dissimilar ways, even for similar equipment. Therefore, 

linking measurements to the machinery condition requires tailoring the diagnosis and 

prognosis to each individual case, via adaptive tools [2] [3]. Furthermore, a 

methodology to design and implement a system that can make the diagnosis either 

completely unmanned or with partial supervision is highly beneficial [4], but it 

requires a capacity to provide a detailed definition of possible options for this domain. 

Once the machinery condition is identified, planning of the maintenance processes 

can be based on the prognosis for the remaining life of machinery components [5].  

Streamlining the implementation of condition monitoring relies on standardizing 

the exchange of condition monitoring data [6] and providing uniformly applicable 

guidelines for implementing such systems, namely providing the right information to 

model the system before implementing it. This can be achieved by means of 

appropriate components, supported by domain-specific ontology [4]. Despite their 

differences, condition monitoring systems share common components. Based on such 

commonalities, this paper defines a generic condition monitoring methodology, which 

can be used to develop different condition monitoring systems. Such systems should 

be supported by two key elements: incremental modelling capacity; and dedicated 

ontology. In section 2 the condition monitoring framework is outlined and the 

incremental learning concept is presented, followed by a discussion on novelty 

detection, diagnosis and prognostics. The role of the ontology is presented in section 

3, while the final section is the conclusion. 

2   Condition Monitoring framework 

The successful implementation of a condition monitoring system requires the 

integration of domain knowledge with empirical modelling, in order to associate 

signals with machinery condition. This information and knowledge processing 

framework is summarized in the following table, along with networking, information 

& operational technology usage and the physical asset hierarchy (Table 1). In 

practice, condition monitoring mostly applies to component and unit-level 

(equipment) novelty detection, diagnostics and prognostics. Higher-level monitoring 

involves system-level monitoring and it is often the result of aggregating lower level 

monitoring information and alarms. In this paper the focus is confined to component 

and unit-level monitoring. According to ISO 13381-1 [7], machinery condition 

monitoring comprises:  

a) detection of problems (deviations from normal conditions); 

b) diagnosis of the faults and their causes; 

c) prognosis of future fault progression; 



d) recommendation of actions; 

e) post-mortems. 

Here the focus is on elements concerning the above mentioned points from a) to c). 

Table 1.  Condition Monitoring and its relation to Physical Assets, Networking, Knowledge 

Management, Computational Models and Usage of Information & Operational Technology 

Physical 

Assets 

Networking IT/OT Maintenance Knowledge Computational 

Model 
System MAN/WMAN, 

LAN/WLAN, 

3G/4G 

ERP, Servers System class State 

Sub-system LAN/WLAN ERP, MES, 

CMMS, SFCS, 

Desktop/Server 

Sub-system class Sub-system-level 

Novelty Detection  

Diagnostics 

Prognostics 

Unit LAN/WLAN 

PAN/WPAN 

Gateways 

Sensors, 

Actuators, 

Controllers, 

DAQ, RFID, 

PDA 

Unit class 

Unit-level 

Fault modes 

Fault mechanisms 

Fault severity 

Fault criticality 

Asset relations 

Fault symptoms 

Fault features 

Measurement characteristics 

Collective Models,  

Single Node Models 

Unit-level 

Novelty Detection  

Diagnostics 

Fault modelling 

Prognostics 

Component Serial/Bus 

PAN/WPAN 

Sensors, 

Actuators, 

Controllers, 

DAQ, RFID, 

PDA 

Component class 

Fault modes 

Fault mechanisms 

Fault severity 

Fault criticality 

Asset relations 

Fault symptoms 

Fault features 

Measurement characteristics 

Single Node Models 

Novelty Detection 

Diagnostics 

Fault modelling 

Prognostics 

2.1 Incremental Learning in Novelty Detection and Diagnostics 

Fault diagnosis often relies on setting simple diagnostic rules based on threshold 

values in order to determine the asset condition. However, diagnosis is often 

complicated by: i) noise, ii) the lack of a clear relationship between the measured 

quantities and the machine operating state, iii) the different characteristics of the 

transmission path between the error point and the measurement location and iv) the 

variations of the observed signal on different machine configurations. It is therefore 

necessary to involve more advanced empirical modelling, to capture the individual 

characteristics of each case. To meet this challenge, one approach is to employ 

incremental learning [2]. A basic form of it can be developed through the following 

stages: 

1. Initial data acquisition is employed to capture a basic normal operating state. Any 

deviation from this can be flagged out by a novelty detection mechanism [8, 9].  

2. Readings from unknown states are examined by experts and are assigned to known 

conditions, identified by the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA).  

3. Thereafter, the new readings are included in the empirical diagnostic model, thus 

expanding its applicability. This strategy can employ any diagnostic technique, such 

as statistical, neural, fuzzy and knowledge-based methods.  



Thus, instead of focusing on one technique, we detail the processing stages that can 

be employed for the development of a combined novelty detection and diagnostics 

mechanism. In the remainder of this section, we follow the approach taken in [2] for 

wired condition monitoring, as enhanced in [10] for wireless condition monitoring.  

A component-based generic condition monitoring architecture is defined, which 

enables building expandable empirical process models. Each subtask is associated 

with an application or a service module. Inter-process communication and 

synchronization aspects are also addressed (Fig. 1). The architecture is modular by 

design. It supports component interaction via appropriate interfaces. By the very 

nature of the approach, it is possible to expand the model to accommodate additional 

data, a process consistent with incremental learning. In the context of a smart sensor, 

this can be implemented as part of its software middleware. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Condition monitoring Fig. 2. Novelty detection and diagnosis 

 

The aforementioned processing stages implement key functionalities, as follows: 

1. Initial setup. This step involves the initialization of the Novelty Detection (ND) 

subsystem, including its parameters and processes. The Novelty Detection and 

Diagnosis database can be initialized to default data, including conditions defined in 

the FMEA analysis, if available, so as to utilize previously built knowledge.  

2. Initial data acquisition. A first set of samples are acquired, to capture the monitored 

asset behaviour, thus modelling the normal operating condition. This step can be 

omitted if a previously built model is used for initialization.  

3. Set-up refinement. A set-up refinement is executed, based on the initial data 

acquisition, so that the model is tuned to the asset under consideration.  

4. Real-time monitoring, data acquisition and processing. This is the core processing 

phase, including real time modelling & diagnosis.  

5. Collective condition monitoring. This extends the condition monitoring core phase 

to the level of multiple components or unit condition monitoring. The condition 

monitoring subsystems communicate to synchronize their models and collectively 

train them, either as individual models or as a fused aggregate model.  

6. Asynchronous independent functionality. This step is executed in parallel to the 

previous core phases. It includes externally invoked processes that allow users to 



execute administrative and customization actions, such as database management, 

labelling novel data or configuring the condition monitoring subsystem.  

To assign roles and properly place each component in the architecture, each step is 

divided in a number of subtasks that constitute the components core functionality:  

 Service Components – Administrative and supervision tasks that involve user 

interaction with sensor-level information are implemented as services. Tasks that 

include data exchange between sensor nodes or a sensor node and the data gateway 

constitute sensor interconnecting and they should also be implemented as services. 

 Middleware Components – Populated by processes that need to utilize stored 

data and interface with the underlying operating system. These components 

implement core functionality and aim for performance and efficiency.  

 System Database Components - A learning-based monitoring system should 

undergo successive training cycles. The database (DB) schema must include proper 

data records to assist the model training and should be linked with MIMOSA and 

specifically with the defined condition monitoring ontology [10].  

 System Middleware Components – The monitoring process is implemented as a 

middleware component. When a new sample cannot be associated to a known state, 

then an interrupt flags novelty and initiates a reporting service to alert the user. 

 The ND Systems Middleware Services - The Service layer of the proposed 

architecture includes four groups of services, each delivering different type of sensor 

node behaviour and connectivity: 

Initialization Services - A set of services for booting the ND subsystem by initializing 

settings values and table records in the DB (definition data, test data).  

Report Services – They alert the user on novel data and prompt for their labelling. 

Simple trending functions are available as services, providing adequate reports.  

Setup Services – They enable user access to data stored in the DB and modify settings 

that define the learning process, including labelling novel data.  

Swarm AI Service – These services turn a monitoring agent into operating in a 

network of collective intelligence. Learning is encapsulated in a distributed service 

envelope, allowing coupling with other similar services.  

2.2 Challenges related to Prognostics  

A key issue in following CBM strategy is that this strategy provides information that 

enables the maintenance department to carry out maintenance tasks so that they are 

timed in optimal manner. This means that all actions are based on the condition of the 

machinery and this in turn means that condition monitoring has to be carried out. As 

already described earlier, machine condition monitoring consists of five distinct 

phases [7]: detection of problems, diagnosis of faults and their causes, prognosis of 

future fault progression, recommendation of actions and post mortems. Clearly in 

many cases the most demanding of the above named phases is the prognosis of future 

fault progression. Basically the problem is that dissimilar components suffer from 

diverse kind of failures with different patterns of fault progression i.e. the wear of 

various components follows diverse paths and naturally depend on how the machinery 

will be used in the future. In the simplest cases the wear of a component can develop 

linearly as a function of time. An example of such a case could be corrosion in stabile 



conditions. Unfortunately in the case of rotating machinery having tribological 

contacts between surfaces, often separated or partially separated by a lubricant, the 

situation is much more complex and the wear of surfaces usually follows an 

exponentially increasing model. The reason for this is that wear as such introduces 

changes to the surfaces that can increase the loading, make the surfaces weaker and in 

addition introduce loose wear particles between the surfaces which then act as 

ploughs causing further wear.  

Hence, making reliable prognosis can be very demanding. ISO 13381-1 standard 

[7] is helpful in the sense that it defines the terminology and steps in a prognosis 

process but it does not give definite answers how to carry out prognosis. The standard 

emphasizes the importance of failure modelling techniques and gives (informative) 

listing of potential techniques dividing them into seven categories: mathematical/life 

usage models, life expectancy model, knowledge based models, mathematical models 

(which is a repetition of the first category), reliability models, deterioration models 

and model validation. Perhaps one indication of how difficult this issue is to handle is 

that one example of mathematical models is neural networks which definition in 

principle is of similar informative value as saying that the basic mathematical 

methods such as multiplication can be used.  

There exist a couple good summaries that also cover current state of the art of 

prognostics of machine condition. Jardine et al. [1] have made a review that covers 

issues related to prognostics. Cocheteux et al. [5] discuss generic requirements for 

prognostics and also refer to some older reviews. However, it seems that there does 

not exist that many examples of articles in which the complete prognostic approach is 

described and tested in practice i.e. most published papers seem to be more of 

philosophic than practical nature. Heng et al. [11] is a good example of an attempt to 

make prognostics of a pump (bearing fault) case with some variation in modelling 

techniques. Another example is the paper by Jantunen [12] in which the development 

of rolling bearing failure is prognosed with relatively good success i.e. the upcoming 

failure is predicted when about 3- 4 percent of the total life time of the bearing is left. 

However, this kind of result has been obtained in laboratory with constant loading. 

Due to the complexity of building solutions for prognosis and especially due to the 

difficulty of handling the wear models of individual parts of machinery it is advisable 

to look for help from ICT i.e. to search for a methodology which would help in the 

building and installation of prognostic tools. A similar approach proposed for novelty 

detection can be envisioned to be used for prognostics in future research work. 

3   The role of the Maintenance Diagnostic Ontology 

Enterprises are knowledge-rich organisations with personnel receiving, processing 

and producing knowledge. Maintenance engineering itself is a knowledge-intensive 

process, requiring a processing of expert knowledge together with heterogeneous 

sources of data. In this setting it becomes increasingly important to establish 

commonly accepted data and knowledge representation schemas. The former is 

served by the adoption of maintenance-related data representation standards, such as 

MIMOSA [6]. The latter can be supported by the development of a domain specific 



ontology, which can be linked to MIMOSA. The diagnosis-oriented maintenance 

ontology can structure the available knowledge that is related to the different faults 

that can occur on an asset, its history records or to find the asset criticality factor or 

the maintenance class that it falls in (Fig. 3) [4].  

 

Fig. 3. The link between diagnostic modules, MIMOSA and ontology [4] 

 

Such a domain-specific ontology has a significant role to play in structuring 

knowledge and data relevant to a diagnosis task [13]. For example, a query can list 

out all the faults that an asset has, or all the fault features that are required to be 

checked for each fault or the transducer that will measure physical parameter to give 

out a particular fault feature. Moreover, the ontology also lists out various algorithms 

that may be executed for carrying out the diagnostics. Similarly, fault features, 

transducers to measure physical parameters and the signal processing mechanism can 

be linked to each corresponding asset. Thus an operator is assisted in selecting 

relevant items from the elaborate list. The diagnostic modules can be any ‘pluggable’ 

components, which can be invoked as web services and can follow the incremental 

learning process described in the previous paragraph. Thus, the ontology can be of 

great value to ‘individualize’ the diagnostic process to each different task, while 

exploiting existing expert knowledge, as well as novelty detection, diagnosis and 

prognosis tools.  

4   Conclusion 

A generic abstract has been presented, that can facilitate the development of industrial 

condition monitoring systems. It comprises two main elements: processes (e.g. 

novelty detection, diagnostics, prognostics) and ontology (structured maintenance 

diagnostic knowledge). The ontology can be used to formalize the domain knowledge 

and data related to different maintenance engineering condition monitoring tasks. The 

processes are the components which link the domain concepts (abnormal behaviour, 

machinery conditions, component remaining life) to the data obtained from actual 

measurements, via an incremental learning approach. The proposed approach can be 

utilised to develop condition monitoring implementations for different application 

needs and can therefore support the implementation of asset self-awareness 
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mechanisms in order to enhance production-level sustainable machinery operation. 

Next steps can focus on implementing case studies as specific instantiations of the 

proposed approach. A further advancement could see the incorporation of such a 

condition monitoring approach within an integrated condition-based maintenance and 

reliability-centred maintenance approach [14]. The development of the domain 

ontology is a key enabling factor in this process, while the incremental learning 

approach is likely to enable diagnostics and prognostics implementation even in cases 

of limited data availability.  
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